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ABSTRACT
We present spectral calculations of non-LTE accretion disk models appropriate for high luminosity
stellar mass black hole X-ray binary systems. We first use a dissipation profile based on scaling the
results of shearing box simulations of Hirose, Krolik & Blaes (2009) to a range of annuli parameters.
We simultaneously scale the effective temperature, orbital frequency and surface density with luminos-
ity and radius according to the standard α-model (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). This naturally brings
increased dissipation to the disk surface layers (around the photospheres) at small radii and high
luminosities. We find that the local spectrum transitions directly from a modified black body to a
saturated Compton scattering spectrum as we increase the effective temperature and orbital frequency
while decreasing midplane surface density. Next, we construct annuli models based on the parameters
of a L/LEdd = 0.8 disk orbiting a 6.62 solar mass black hole using two modified dissipation profiles
that explicitly put more dissipation per unit mass near the disk surface. The new dissipation profiles
are qualitatively similar to the one found by Hirose, Krolik & Blaes (2009), but produce strong near
power-law spectral tails. Our models also include physically motivated magnetic acceleration support
based once again on scaling the Hirose, Krolik & Blaes (2009) results. We present three full-disk
spectra each based on one of the dissipation prescriptions. Our most aggressive dissipation profile
results in a disk spectrum that is in approximate quantitative agreement with certain observations of
the steep power law (SPL) spectral states from some black hole X-ray binaries.
Subject headings: accretion, accretion disks — black hole physics — X-rays: binaries
1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the internal structure of radiating ac-
cretion disks remains a major outstanding problem in
astrophysics and is the key for connecting theoreti-
cal models to the observed spectra from systems such
as black hole X-ray binaries and active galactic nu-
clei (AGN). In a series of papers, Hubeny & Hubeny
(1998), Hubeny et al. (2000), and Hubeny et al. (2001)
adapted the one-dimensional time-independent stellar at-
mosphere code TLUSTY for accretion disk applications.
These authors constructed non-LTE accretion disk an-
nuli models that self-consistently solved the radiative
transfer and vertical structure equations. The results
were appropriate for supermassive black holes and even-
tually took into account relativistic effects, Comptoniza-
tion and metal opacities. Despite their complexities,
these models still have significant physical limitations. In
particular, they employed an ad-hoc prescription where
dissipation per unit mass as a function of height was as-
sumed to be constant.
Recent vertically stratified shearing box simulations
have led to significant progress in understanding the in-
ternal structure of accretion flows. These calculations
evolve the time dependent three-dimensional radiation
magnetohydrodynamic equations in a box embedded in-
side the disk and account for the vertical tidal gravity
due to the central black hole. Such simulations have
been completed for a wide range of box-integrated ra-
diation to gas pressure ratios of interest (Turner 2004;
Hirose et al. 2006; Krolik et al. 2007; Blaes et al. 2007;
Hirose, Krolik & Blaes 2009). The resulting spatial dis-
sipation profiles generally peak at slightly less than
a pressure scale height away from the disk midplane
(Blaes et al. 2011). While the underlying physics is still
unclear, these dissipation distributions presumably cap-
ture the effects of vertically stratified magnetorotational
(Balbus and Hawley 1991, 1998) turbulence. Moreover,
these studies showed that magnetic pressure support
against gravity may be significant or even dominant (in
the outer layers) compared to radiation pressure support.
A limitation of the shearing box simulations is that they
rely on flux limited diffusion for treating photons and do
not solve the full radiative transfer equation.
Studies that self-consistently integrate full multi-
frequency radiative transfer into the time-dependent
three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic simulations do
not yet exist, though significant progress toward
that goal is being made (Jiang, Stone & Davis 2012;
Davis, Stone & Jiang 2012). Many authors have instead
attempted to incorporate physics results from the shear-
ing box simulations into TLUSTY calculations. For ex-
ample, Davis et al. (2005) used the time and horizon-
tal averaged dissipation profile as a function of height
from the Turner (2004) simulation. Compared to a
model based on the ad hoc constant dissipation per unit
mass prescription, the resulting annulus vertical struc-
ture is very different but the emergent spectrum is not.
Blaes et al. (2006) included a horizontal and time av-
eraged magnetic acceleration profile derived from the
Hirose et al. (2006) simulation. They found that mag-
netic pressure support produced a disk atmosphere with
a larger vertical density scale height and a harder spec-
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trum. More recently, Davis et al. (2009) utilized both
the magnetic acceleration and dissipation profiles from
Hirose, Krolik & Blaes (2009) in a TLUSTY calculation.
The resulting disk spectrum is once again harder than
the case without magnetic support but similar to mod-
els with the ad hoc dissipation profile. These authors
also performed a separate Monte Carlo radiative trans-
fer calculation that propagated photons through a three
dimensional snap shot of the simulation domain. They
discovered that the complicated density inhomogeneities
in the photospheric regions actually soften the spectrum
and largely negate the hardening that resulted from in-
cluding the significant magnetic pressure support against
gravity. Note that all of the above studies relied on the α
model to generate radial disk profiles in order to produce
full disk spectra.
The stratified shearing box simulations by
Hirose, Krolik & Blaes (2009) found no evidence
of the radiation pressure dominated thermal in-
stabilities predicted by the standard α−model
(Shakura & Sunyaev 1976). However, more recent
simulations by Jiang, Stone & Davis (2013) find ev-
idence of thermal runaways. Moreover, these disks
may still be vulnerable to viscous (inflow) instabilities
(Lightman & Eardley 1974; Hirose, Blaes & Krolik
2009), so whether such flows are ultimately stable is
still open to debate. Nevertheless, if we assume that
radiation pressure dominated disks can exist in nature,
they provide a viable mechanism for powering the high
luminosity steep power law (SPL, also known as very
high) and soft (also known as high) states observed in
accreting systems. Hirose, Blaes & Krolik (2009) find
that the thermal equilibrium relation between surface
density and time-averaged (over many thermal times)
vertically integrated stress actually agrees with the one
predicted by the standard α prescription. Furthermore,
these authors found that the time averaged and verti-
cally integrated total thermal pressure (radiation plus
gas) does correlate closely with the vertically integrated
stress, once again in agreement with the α model.
These results suggest that the α model predictions
for the relationships between basic annuli parameters
such as surface density Σ, accretion rate M˙ (which is
proportional to luminosity), effective temperature Teff
and distance r/rg (where rg is the gravitational radius
= GM/c2) from the black hole may actually hold, at
least in a time averaged sense. In particular, the surface
density of a radiation pressure dominated disk annulus
will decrease with increasing accretion rate and decreas-
ing distance from the black hole. Additionally, the disk
half thickness, which is proportional to its pressure scale
height, will increase with higher accretion rate. More-
over, the shearing box simulations collectively revealed
that the locations of the (effective and scattering) pho-
tospheres and the spatial distribution of turbulent dis-
sipation are both tied to the scale height. While both
the dissipation profile and photospheres move vertically
outward at higher accretion rates, the simulations also
suggest that the photospheres actually move closer to
the dissipation peaks as the surface density drops and
effective temperature climbs. This means that the frac-
tion of accretion power dissipated near the spectral form-
ing photospheric region increases as we raise the annulus
luminosity and move towards the black hole. At high
accretion rates, there may be enough dissipation in the
upper layers of those annuli close to the black hole to
power a corona that can Compton up-scatter a signifi-
cant number of photons to very high energies. This might
be a plausible mechanism for generating the high energy
steep power law spectra. Previously, Davis et al. (2005)
tried a dissipation profile that is discontinuous at the
scattering photosphere, which resulted in dissipating 50
percent of the flux above the scattering photosphere as
well as a power-law like annulus spectrum that qualita-
tively resembled the SPL.
In this work, we explore this possibility and extend
these previous efforts by comparing the effects of three
different dissipation profiles on the disk vertical structure
and emergent spectrum. The first dissipation profile is a
fit to that produced by the shearing box simulations of
Hirose, Krolik & Blaes (2009). The two others explicitly
put more dissipation per unit mass in the low column
density regions. We also include simulation motivated
magnetic acceleration profiles in our calculations. We
first study the effects of increased dissipation (of turbu-
lent energy into heating the gas) in the disk upper lay-
ers as luminosity increases and annulus radius decreases.
Next, we compare the effects of the three dissipation pre-
scriptions on the spectrum of a L/LEdd = 0.8 disk. We
organize the paper as follows. In section 2, we summarize
our numerical method for solving the vertical accretion
disk structure plus radiative transfer equations. Section
3 presents some theoretical estimates regarding the disk
structure to help us better understand our results. We
then move on to presenting our calculated spectra and
disk structures in section 4. In section 5, we outline the
key physics underlying our numerical results. Finally, we
discuss the astrophysical implications of our findings in
section 6 and conclude in section 7.
2. METHOD
We use the computer program TLUSTY
(Hubeny & Lanz 1995) to compute non-LTE time-
independent one dimensional disk annuli vertical
structure models and emergent spectra. We incorporate
dissipation profiles based on simulations of the turbu-
lence generated by the magnetorotational instability
(Balbus and Hawley 1991) that serves as the physical
source of stress. The code self-consistently solves the
disk structure equations along with angle-dependent
radiative transfer but treats electron (both Thomson
and Compton) scattering with an angle-averaged Kom-
paneets source function (Hubeny et al. 2001). We ignore
the effects of potentially important physics such as
outflow and irradiation. Since the mean free path for
electron-ion collisions is generally very short compared
to the disk scale height, we assume that the electrons
and protons are thermally locked, so that ionized gas
can be locally characterized by a single temperature Tg.
We assume that energy transport is purely vertical and
is only by diffusive radiative flux so that the dissipation
Q is related to the frequency-integrated flux F via
Q(z) =
dF
dz
, (1)
where z is the height measured vertically upward so that
z = 0 is the disk mid-plane. Blaes et al. (2011) discov-
3ered that this is unlikely to be the case in nature as the
latest shearing box simulations revealed that radiation
pressure work and magnetic buoyancy driven radiation
advection also contribute significantly to vertical energy
transport in radiation pressure dominated disks. In par-
ticular, radiation advection can be as important as the
radiative diffusion flux near the mid-plane. However, in
the Blaes et al. (2011) simulations, both radiation pres-
sure work and radiation advection flux become small
compared to radiative diffusion flux at higher altitudes,
so that in the end it is radiative diffusion that carries
the dissipated energy into the photospheric region where
the spectrum forms, regardless of how energy transport
occurs deep inside the disk. We therefore suspect that
ignoring radiation advection will not significantly change
our spectral results.
To generate input for TLUSTY, we express the dissipa-
tion profile as a function of fractional surface density. In
the first case, we fit the horizontal and time averaged dis-
sipation profile from Hirose, Krolik & Blaes (2009) with
a broken power law of the form
QΣ
ρ
= −ΣdF
dΣ
= F0


A
(
Σ
Σ0
)0.5
, Σ/Σ0 < 0.11
B
(
Σ
Σ0
)0.2
, Σ/Σ0 > 0.11
. (2)
as shown in Figure 1. Here F0 and Σ0 denote the total
outgoing flux and mid-plane surface density, respectively.
Here A ≈ 0.65 and B ≈ 0.33 are normalization constants
computed automatically in the code to ensure that the
profile is continuous at Σ/Σ0 = 0.11 and that the total
flux is F0 so that
F0 =
∫ Σ0
0
dF
dΣ
dΣ. (3)
The surface density Σ at height z is given by
Σ(z) =
∫
∞
z
ρ(z′)dz′, (4)
where ρ is the depth dependent density. Note that ρ and
Σ both go to zero at infinity since we defined z = 0 to
be the disk mid-plane. Davis et al. (2009) used a similar
profile with a power law index of 0.5 throughout the disk.
Here we chose to fit the simulation in slightly more detail,
resulting in the break at Σ/Σ0 = 0.11.
Our other dissipation profiles are given by
QΣ
ρ
= −ΣdF
dΣ
= F0ζ
(
Σ
Σ0
)ζ
, (5)
where the power-law index ζ is equal to 0.1 or 0.03. From
here on, we shall refer to the 0.1 case as the moderate pro-
file and the 0.03 case as the aggressive profile because the
latter dissipates an even higher fraction of the accretion
power in the disk upper layers around the photospheres.
Note that in both cases, we have artificially increased the
dissipation per unit mass Q/ρ = dF/dΣ at low surface
densities compared to equation (2). These dissipation
profiles are all shown in Figure 2. As it turns out, our cal-
culation shows that these simpler but somewhat artificial
prescriptions still result in dissipation profiles Q(z) that
qualitatively agree with Hirose, Krolik & Blaes (2009)
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Fig. 1.— Dissipation per unit mass normalized to total annulus
flux as a function of fractional surface density. The figure compares
the broken-power law prescription (blue) given by equation (2) to
the actual horizontally averaged dissipation profile from simulation
1112a (red) of Hirose, Krolik & Blaes (2009). Instead of plotting
equation (2) (which gives QΣ/ρ) directly, note that here we ac-
tually used Q/ρ to highlight the dissipation per unit mass in the
outer layer.
when viewed as a function of height, as shown in Fig-
ure 8. In practice, we manually imposed a cut-off for
Σ < 10−6Σ0 to these single power law dissipation profiles
in order to ensure energy conservation (in other words,
to ensure that the total flux produced by the models is
equal to σT 4eff) within the calculation domain.
Figure 2 also illustrates the dissipation profile that
would result from a vertically local alpha model, in which
dissipation locally tracked thermal pressure as a function
of height. This is inconsistent with simulations, and puts
far less dissipation above the photosphere than our other
profiles.
Our key assumption is that the dissipation per unit
mass always has the same functional dependence on frac-
tional surface density Σ/Σ0 regardless of annuli parame-
ters. Given Σ0, Ω and Teff , the total flux F0 ensures the
correct normalization for the dissipation profile while the
power law dependence on fractional surface density en-
codes the depth dependence. We will elaborate further
on the implications of this assumption in the next sec-
tion.
To incorporate magnetic support against gravity, we
assume the magnetic acceleration profile of an annulus is
tied to the pressure scale height H and simply expands
vertically as we increase H by increasing Teff and de-
creasing Σ0. In other words, the magnetic acceleration
profile has the form
amag(x) = a0f(x), (6)
where x = z/H is the vertical position in an annulus
normalized to the scale height, and a0 is the mid-plane
acceleration. To get f(x), which represents the height
dependence of amag, we smoothed time and horizontally
averaged magnetic acceleration data from simulation
1112a of Hirose, Blaes & Krolik (2009). We assumed
that only the mid-plane magnetic acceleration a0 changes
with annuli parameters in our models. This assump-
tion is consistent with magnetic acceleration profiles from
other recent simulations (Hirose, Krolik & Blaes 2009;
Hirose, Blaes & Krolik 2009). To obtain a0, we assume
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Fig. 2.— Dissipation per unit mass normalized to total annulus
flux times mid-plane surface density as a function of fractional
surface density. The black curve represents the dissipation profile
from simulation 1112a of Hirose, Krolik & Blaes (2009), which we
model with equation (2). The blue and red curves represent the
single-power law profiles of equation (5) with ζ = 0.03 and ζ = 0.1,
respectively. In both cases, we used an annulus at R/Rg = 40.3
of the L/LEdd = 0.8 disk. Note that the aggressive ζ = 0.03
profile puts even more power into the disk upper layers than the
moderate ζ = 0.1 prescription. For comparison, the green curve
represents the dissipation profile based on the α-prescription, where
we took Q = −τrφdΩ/dln r, and used a vertically averaged α ≈
0.02 according to results from Hirose, Blaes & Krolik (2009). As
in Figure 1, here we plotted Q/ρ instead of QΣ/ρ.
that the magnetic acceleration simply scales with the ra-
diative acceleration so that a0 is proportional to κF0/c,
where F0 = σT
4
eff is the total (frequency integrated)
emergent flux from the annulus surface and κ is the
total (frequency integrated) opacity. In other words,
the relative importance of magnetic and radiative ac-
celerations remain unchanged in our disk models as we
sweep through the parameter space. We should note that
the shearing box accretion disks simulations mentioned
earlier have radiation support against gravity becoming
more important compared to the magnetic contributions
as the radiation to gas pressure ratio of a disk segment
is increased. This means that our prescription will likely
produce harder spectra (Blaes et al. 2006) than what the
highest radiation to gas pressure ratio simulation would
predict. However, Davis et al. (2009) found that this
hardening is largely compensated by softening due to
density inhomogeneities.
We first study the evolution of annuli spectra with mid-
plane surface density Σ0, orbital frequency Ω and effec-
tive temperature Teff . Our focus is on low surface density
(down to 801g/cm2 ) and high effective temperature (up
to 1.81 × 107K) annuli that might represent conditions
within the inner parts of high luminosity disks around
stellar mass black holes.
Next, we construct the full spectrum for a disk around
a 6.62 solar mass Kerr black hole with spin a/M = 0.5
using both of the above dissipation profiles. We di-
vide the disk into 52 individual annuli extending down
to 5Rg and out to 60Rg, where Rg = GM/c
2 is the
gravitational radius. Following previous authors, we
compute α model-based Σ0 and Teff radial profiles us-
ing the fully relativistic one-zone disk radial structure
equations by Novikov & Thorne (1973), including the
Riffert & Herold (1995) corrections. We have also em-
ployed the standard no-torque inner boundary condi-
tions at the inner most stable circular orbit (ISCO) of
the disk (but see, e.g., Krolik, Hawley, & Hirose 2005).
We then use a relativistic transfer function code (Agol
1997) to generate the full disk spectrum as seen by ob-
servers at infinity. Finally, we ignore the potentially
important effects of radial advection and assume that
energy transport is purely vertical. A proper study of
these effects requires two-dimensional slim disk models
that couple the equations of radial and vertical structure
(Sadowski et al. 2011) instead of simply computing the
radial profile from height-averaged quantities. For our
work, we checked that vertical radiative diffusion time is
significantly less than the infall time for all annuli that
we modeled.
3. THEORETICAL EXPECTATIONS
In order to better understand the physics behind our
numerical results, we first explore the likely consequences
of changing Σ0, Ø and Teff by estimating the variation
of photosphere locations, both scattering and effective,
with these parameters. We assume a geometrically thin
disk in the radiation pressure dominated limit to obtain
the basic annuli parameters. To make the calculation
easier, we re-parametrize the problem in terms of varia-
tions in annulus radial distance r from the black hole and
in disk luminosity L. For simplicity, we ignore general
relativistic corrections for our simple estimates, although
all numerical calculations elsewhere in this paper include
them. Our annuli parameters are related to L and r via
Teff =
(
3GMLE
8piσηc2
)1/4(
L
LE
)1/4(
1
r
)3/4
(7)
and
Ø =
(
GM
r3
)1/2
. (8)
Here η, rg, LE and κT denote the accretion efficiency,
gravitational radius, Eddington luminosity and Thomson
opacity, respectively. Equation (7) arises out of the fact
that F ∝ L/r3 if the annulus is far away from the black
hole and is thus in the non-relativistic regime. Finally,
for a radiation pressure dominated annulus, the pressure
scale height is on the order of (and is proportional to)
the disk half-thickness, and is therefore given by
H
r
=
3κ
2κTη
L
LE
rg
r
. (9)
The equations above do not make any assumptions
about the local turbulent stresses. However, to ob-
tain scalings for the surface mass density, we must as-
sume a stress prescription, and we adopt the α-model
(Shakura & Sunyaev 1973), which in turn implies
Σ0 =
8
3α
η
L/LE
(
κ
κT
)
−2(
r
rg
)
µe
σT
. (10)
To proceed, consider a semi-infinite plane parallel at-
mosphere with only free-free and electron scattering
opacities. Our numerical models elsewhere in the pa-
per include bound-free opacities and Compton scatter-
ing. We define the lower boundary to be at z = 0. The
5effective and scattering photospheres occur at depths ze
and zs such that
τe(ze) ≈
∫
∞
ze
ρ(z)
√
κTκff(z)dz = 1 (11)
and
τs(zs) =
∫
∞
zs
ρ(z)κTdz = 1, (12)
where
κff(z) =
Aρ(z)
Tg(z)7/2
(13)
is the free-free opacity with A being a constant. Here ρ
and Tg are the gas density and temperature, respectively.
Also, τe and τs are the frequency averaged effective and
scattering optical depths of the media, respectively.
Next, for a disk annulus with pressure scale height
H , we assume that the density and gas temperature,
like magnetic acceleration, are also only functions of
x = z/H , so that
ρ(x) = ρ0fd(x) (14)
and
Tg(x) = T0ft(x), (15)
where ρ0 and T0 denote the density and temperature at
the disk mid-plane, respectively. The functions fd(x) and
ft(x) are thus invariant under annuli parameter changes
and encode the height dependence of density and tem-
perature.
Recall our prescription that the dissipation per unit
mass has the same functional dependence on fractional
surface density regardless of annuli parameters. This as-
sumption together with equation (14) means that we can
also write the local dissipation as a function of height in
the form of
Q(z) = Q0q(x), (16)
where the function q(x) is once again independent of
annuli parameters. The normalization Q0 depends on
annuli parameters through the fact that Q = dF/dz
and F ∝ L/r3. In particular, this means that Q0 only
changes with r but not L, at least far away from the
black hole where we can ignore relativistic effects. The
more important implication of equation (16) is that the
position of the dissipation profile peaks observed in the
Hirose, Krolik & Blaes (2009) simulations remains at the
same xp = zp/H regardless of annuli parameters. In
other words, we have assumed that the dissipation pro-
file is tied to the disk scale height H and simply stretches
out as we increase H , which is in reasonable agreement
with the simulation results in Blaes et al. (2011).
We begin with a disk annulus with luminosity L1 at a
distance r1 away from the black hole and scale to a disk
at some new L and r. Equations (8)-(10) imply
ρ0 = ρ1
(
L1
L
)2(
r
r1
)3/2
, (17)
T0 = T1
(
r
r1
)
−3/8
(18)
and
H = H1
L
L1
, (19)
where ρ1, T1 and H1 are the mid-plane density, tem-
perature and scale height of the original disk annulus,
respectively. The temperature scaling arises from the to-
tal radiative flux F (r) ∝ L/r3 and the assumption that
radiative diffusion is the dominant mechanism of verti-
cal heat transport. Inserting these scaling relations into
equations (11) and (12), and changing variable from z to
x, yields
τe(xe) ≈
H1ρ
3/2
1
√
κTA
T
7/4
1
(
L1
L
)2(
r
r1
) 51
32
∫
∞
xe
√
fd(x)3
ft(x)7/2
dx = 1
(20)
and
τs(xe) = H1κT
L1
L
(
r
r1
)3/2 ∫ ∞
xe
fd(x)dx = 1. (21)
In deriving the above we assumed once again that fd(x)
and ft(x) are invariant under changing L and r. Equa-
tions (20) and (21) imply that both xe and xs must de-
crease as we raise the disk luminosity and move towards
to the black hole. In contrast, the dissipation profile peak
stays at the same x = xp independent of L and r as dis-
cussed above. Hence the spectral forming photospheric
region will move inwards, at least in scale height units,
towards segments of higher dissipation with increasing L
and decreasing r (or equivalently, increasing Ø, Teff and
decreasing Σ0).
This result suggests that the fraction of accretion
power dissipated in the spectral forming region (around
the photospheres) will increase as we increase Ø, Teff
and decrease Σ0. The higher dissipation rate may drive
the electron temperature to rise sharply over the photon
temperature immediately beyond the point where the gas
and radiation thermally decouple. Such a vertical tem-
perature structure may result in a hot corona that Comp-
ton up scatters photons from the colder, optically thick
disk underneath. This disc-corona geometry has been in-
voked to explain the steep power law (SPL, also known
as very high) state spectra commonly observed in black
hole X-ray binary systems (Kubota & Done 2004). As
we shall see in section 5 below, for this scenario to work,
the electron temperature gradient at the disk-corona in-
terface needs to be steep enough to produce a downward
sloping power law spectrum.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Spectra and Vertical Structure
Figure 3 shows the vertical structures and resulting
spectra for a series of three annuli models using the bro-
ken power law dissipation profile from equation (2). Re-
call that this dissipation prescription is based on the
results from the simulations of Hirose, Krolik & Blaes
(2009). To better understand these models, we calcu-
lated a frequency-dependent Compton y-parameter by
integrating outwards from the effective photosphere at
each frequency. For models that show prominent sat-
urated Compton scattering (Teff = 1.81 × 107 K and
Teff = 1.23× 107 K), the frequency-dependent Compton
y-parameter is much less than 1 at low frequencies but
rises sharply at higher frequencies as scattering begins to
dominate over absorption opacity. The model with the
original Hirose, Krolik & Blaes (2009) simulation param-
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Fig. 3.— Gas temperature (bottom panel) and emergent spec-
trum (top panel) from annuli models selected to illustrate the evo-
lution of spectra with disk parameters. All models here use the
broken power law dissipation profile from equation (2). The blue
curves correspond to parameters from the Hirose, Krolik & Blaes
(2009) simulation with Teff = 3.46×10
6 K, Ø2 = 3.61×104 s−2 and
Σ0 = 5.31× 104 g/cm2. The black curve has Teff = 1.23× 10
7 K,
Ø2 = 9.75× 105 s−2 and Σ0 = 1722 g/cm2. Finally, the red curve
has Teff = 1.81×10
7 K, Ø2 = 4.51×106 s−2 and Σ0 = 801 g/cm2.
The vertical dashed lines on the lower panel indicate the locations
of the scattering photospheres for each model.
eters, however, does not display significant Comptonisa-
tion and its y-parameter is much less than unity at all
frequencies. The maximum y-parameter increases (from
about 0.01 to 10 and then 20) as we increase Teff , Ø
and decrease Σ0, in agreement with the evolution of the
spectral shapes in this plot. Note that the lowest sur-
face density (801 g/cm2) annulus is actually marginally
effectively thin, while all other models presented here are
effectively thick.
In Figure 4, we show results representative of the se-
ries of annuli models that we use later to construct a disk
integrated spectrum utilizing the same broken power law
dissipation profile. The disk has L/LEdd = 0.8 and orbits
a black hole with spin parameter a/M = 0.5. Note that
none of the models in Figures 3 and 4 display a significant
high energy spectral tail despite covering a wide range of
Teff , Ω and Σ0, indicating that simply changing these ba-
sic disk parameters does not produce spectra consistent
with the SPL state.
Replacing the dissipation profile with the single power
law forms given by equation (5) results in vastly differ-
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Fig. 4.— Annuli spectrum and vertical structure due to the bro-
ken power law dissipation profile from equation (2). The top panel
shows emergent spectrum from annulus at r/rg = 40 (blue), 30
(green), 20.2 (black) and 9.67 (red). The bottom panel plots the
gas (solid) and radiation (dot-dash) temperatures of the models,
along with the locations of the corresponding scattering photo-
spheres (dash).
ent annuli spectra for the same L/LEdd = 0.8 disk. In
this case, we have by construction put more dissipation
per unit mass into the low surface density upper layers.
The annuli spectra now display clear high energy tails,
as shown in Figures 5 and 6.
Finally, Figure 7 shows total disk integrated spectra
using each of the three dissipation prescriptions while
holding the disk parameters the same. The single power
law dissipation profiles (dashed) put more energy per
unit mass into the upper layers, resulting in spectra with
strong high energy tails.
4.2. Dissipation and Photospheres
The numerical results confirm our theoretical estimate
regarding the photospheres. Figure 8 illustrates that the
dissipation profile peaks do indeed remain at roughly the
same z/H (althoughH is modified from equation (9) and
varies with r since our code took relativistic effects into
account). Moreover, the scattering photospheres move
toward regions of higher dissipation as we decrease r,
so that the fractional accretion power dissipated around
the photosphere (and in the outer layers) increases as we
approach the black hole.
Before moving on, we stress that the functional form
of the dissipation profile deep inside the disk is sensitive
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Fig. 5.— Annuli spectrum and vertical structure due to the ζ =
0.1 single power law dissipation profile from equation (5). The
top panel shows emergent spectrum from annulus at r/rg = 40
(blue), 30 (green), 20.2 (black) and 9.67 (red). The bottom panel
plots the gas (solid) and radiation (dot-dash) temperatures of the
models, along with the locations of the corresponding scattering
photospheres (dash).
to details of the thermal and magnetic pressures, but
does not actually affect the photon output as the spectral
shape really only depends on the dissipation per unit
mass near the photospheres. In other words, the fact
that the dissipation profiles peak slightly above instead
of at the mid-plane is in some sense a detail that is mostly
irrelevant to the spectra.
5. PHYSICS OF ANNULI SPECTRA EVOLUTION
We saw in the previous section that the two classes of
dissipation profiles we used resulted in vastly different
spectra. The more artificial unbroken power law dis-
sipation profiles represented by equation (5), which by
construction put more energy per unit mass into the low
surface density regions, gave rise to extended high energy
spectral tails. On the other hand, the broken power law
prescription from equation (2) failed to produce a high
energy spectral tail even at the remarkably low midplane
surface density of 801g/cm2, but instead evolved from a
modified black body shape directly into spectra charac-
teristic of saturated Compton scattering as we decreased
Σ0 while increasing Ø and Teff .
Comparing Figure 4 with either Figure 5 or 6, the tem-
perature structures resulting from the two sets of profiles
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Fig. 6.— Annuli spectrum and vertical structure due to the sin-
gle power law ζ = 0.03 dissipation profile from equation (5). The
top panel shows emergent spectrum from annulus at r/rg = 40
(blue), 30 (green), 20.2 (black) and 9.67 (red). The bottom panel
plots the gas (solid) and radiation (dot-dash) temperatures of the
models, along with the locations of the corresponding scattering
photospheres (dash). Note that Davis et al. (2005) obtained quali-
tatively similar high energy spectrum by manually putting 50 per-
cent of the dissipation outside of the scattering photosphere.
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Fig. 7.— Disk integrated spectra for the broken power law (black)
and single power law (red, ζ = 0.1; blue, ζ = 0.03) dissipation
prescriptions from equations (2) and (5), respectively. The dashed
and solid curves respectively represent a disk observed face on and
nearly edge on. In both cases, we have a L/LEdd = 0.8 disk around
a 6.62 solar mass black hole.
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Fig. 8.— Representative local dissipation rate as a function of
height (normalized to disk scale height) for selected annuli models
using the single power law ζ = 0.1 dissipation prescription. The
solid curves correspond to r/rg = 40 (blue), 30 (green), 20.2 (black)
and 9.67 (red). The vertical dashed lines once again indicate the
locations of the scattering photospheres.
indicate two important and related differences. First, in
the region right below the scattering photosphere where
the atmosphere is marginally optically thick to electron
scattering, the single power law dissipation prescriptions
result in sharper upward gas temperature gradients com-
pared to the broken power law version, largely because
the former puts more power into the upper layers. Sec-
ond, the same extra power also drives the maximum
gas temperature for models resulting from the unbroken
power law dissipation profiles much higher.
To make our understanding more quantitative, we
compute an approximate Compton-y parameter and as-
sociated photon power law index. We do not include
relativistic effects in this simple estimate. In an atmo-
sphere with vertical temperature stratification, we define
a y-parameter in terms of the scattering optical depth τe.
If the atmosphere is optically thin to scattering, we have
y =
∫ τ∗
0
4kBTgdτe
mec2
=
∫ z∗
zmax
4kBTgκTρdz
mec2
, (22)
where τ∗ is the scattering optical depth where the up-
scattering process effectively begins, and z∗ is the corre-
sponding physical height. We integrate inwards from the
disk surface so that zmax is the maximum height of the
annulus. For an optically thick medium, y is the sum of
equation (22) and a τe > 1 part:
y =
∫ 1
0
4kBTgdτe
mec2
+
∫ τ∗
1
4kBTg2τedτe
mec2
. (23)
The above expressions give the integrated or effective y-
parameter that an observer sees by looking down a depth
τ∗ into the disk. Within the Kompaneets framework,
Comptonization of cool source photons by a hotter elec-
tron gas should result in an intensity spectrum of the
form
Iν ∝ νm+3, (24)
where
m+ 3 =
3
2
(
1±
√
1 +
16
9y
)
(25)
is a real constant and we have written the power-law in-
dex of Iν in the standard notation. For the up-scattering
process under consideration, the y-parameter is usually
significantly less than 1 and the minus sign is generally
appropriate.
For a given converged annulus model with a prominent
high energy spectral tail, we integrate equation (23) from
the disk surface downward and compute m+3 as a func-
tion of height. We then identify the height z at which the
power-law index approximately matches the measured
slope of the high energy tail produced by the TLUSTY
spectral calculation. This then gives us the integrated (or
effective) y-parameter of the atmospheric segment that
produced the power-law like spectrum along with the an
idea of the depth at which the up-scattering process that
led to the high energy tail began.
We use the r/rg = 20.2 annulus from the ζ = 0.03 run
to briefly illustrate the above process. For this model,
we find that m + 3 is approximately equal to the esti-
mated high energy tail slope of −2 at τ∗ ≈ 3 with an
integrated y-parameter of about 0.39. This means that
the Compton up-scattering region has to extend down
to about τ∗ ≈ 3 in order to produce the model’s high
energy tail, which is a very sensible result since this is
approximately the depth where the upward gas temper-
ature gradient is the steepest. Note that the photon
spectrum does not display an exponential cut-off within
the frequency range of our calculations but instead has
a slightly concave down shape due to the vertical tem-
perature stratification. In an isothermal medium, the
photons would eventually reach the gas temperature and
the up-scattering would stop. However in our model at-
mospheres the photons continuously move upward into
regions of even higher temperature. The atmosphere be-
comes increasingly optically thin as photons propagate
towards the disk surface and the up-scattering efficiency
decreases, resulting in the continuously decreasing (or
increasingly negative) spectral slope with photon energy.
In the case with the single power law dissipation pro-
files, the spectral forming region around the scattering
photosphere is able to significantly Compton up-scatter
photons from the peak of the lower energy blackbody
spectrum produced deeper within the disk (below the
gas temperature minimum where electrons and photons
decouple). On the other hand, the broken power profile
does not heat the photospheric region sufficiently and
hence most lower energy photons red-ward of the ther-
mal spectra maximum are up-scattered into the black-
body peak. This then results in the saturated Compton
scattering spectrum from the models based on equation
(2) as the height with the lowest gas temperature (where
the up-scattering begins) is still very optically thick to
scattering.
It is worth noting that the region between the gas
temperature minimum and the scattering photosphere
is largely optically thick to electron scattering for mod-
els based on any of our dissipation prescriptions, which
at first glance might lead us to expect saturated Comp-
ton scattering spectra in all cases. To understand why
this does not occur, we stress that the physical reason-
ing in the previous paragraph is only applicable to opti-
cally thick scattering dominated photosphere having an
outward rising electron temperature gradient. Here it
is the marginally optically thick region right below the
scattering atmosphere that controls the spectral shapes
9and, given the right conditions, a significant high energy
tail will result even if the entire scattering dominated
region (between the electron temperature minimum and
the scattering photosphere) is highly optically thick. In
contrast, an unstratified isothermal medium would give
rise to a powerful high energy tail only if the entire scat-
tering dominated region is not so optically thick that the
photons can thermalize with the electrons before exiting.
In this sense, it is really the degree of deviation of the
electron temperature structure in the scattering domi-
nated region from that of an isothermal atmosphere that
determines whether the spectrum will develop a powerful
tail when the medium is overall very optically thick to
scattering.
6. DISCUSSION
We have constructed, via calculations that self-
consistently incorporate disk vertical structure, radiative
transfer and physically motivated dissipation prescrip-
tions, annuli models that have an inner region between
where the gas temperature decreases outwards plus an
outer layer where the temperature increases, potentially
sharply, with height. Such a vertical structure can be
viewed as a hot corona covering an optically thick cold
disk. Variations upon this basic geometry are commonly
invoked to explain and fit the high energy emissions from
black hole X-ray binaries. Our results indicate that the
corona, if it exists in nature, may not be isothermal
and that it is the sharpness of the temperature gradient
in this electron scattering dominated region that deter-
mines the emergent photon spectrum.
The locations of the scattering photosphere and gas
temperature minimum move vertically inward as we de-
crease r as predicted by our estimate in Section 3. In
particular, this means that our self-consistent calculation
may produce a geometry where, due to strong Comp-
tonization, the disk becomes truncated as the radius de-
creases and is completely replaced by the coronal struc-
ture. This has been considered as another potential ge-
ometry underlying the observed very high state spectra
(Done & Kubota 2006). The difference between this sce-
nario and one where the disk extends down to the last
stable orbit (presumably the models shown in Figures 4,
5 and 6) may represent the distinction between the so-
called extreme very state and very high state geometries
as suggested by, for example, Kubota & Done (2004).
We used dissipation prescriptions that are at least
qualitatively consistent with the Hirose, Krolik & Blaes
(2009) simulations to produce powerful high energy spec-
tral tails. These dissipation profiles put more energy
per unit mass into the low surface density upper lay-
ers to give rise to sharply rising gas temperature gra-
dients. The more aggressive ζ = 0.03 case actu-
ally resulted in a full disk spectrum which is a good
match for the steep power law observations. For exam-
ple, the steep power law state observed in well-studied
black hole X-ray binary systems such as XTE J1748-288
(Γ ≈ 2.92) (Revnivtsev, Trudolyubov & Borozdin 2000;
McClintock & Remillard 2006) and XTE J1550-564 (Γ ≈
2.82)(Done & Kubota 2006; McClintock & Remillard
2006) have spectral index Γ − 2 close to but less than
1, where Γ is defined such that νFν ∝ ν−(Γ−2). This is
in approximate quantitative agreement with the dashed
blue curve (face on disk using ζ = 0.03) in Figure 7.
However, our edge-on full disk spectra for both single
power law dissipation prescriptions peak at an energy
too high compared to observations. Nonetheless, our re-
sults therefore indicate that dissipation physics may ex-
plain the observed Γ in the X-ray bands of some SPL
observations.
We should point out a numerical caveat in our work.
We had to manually impose a cut-off to the single power
law dissipation profile at Σ < 10−6Σ0 in order to obtain
energy conservation. Without the cut-off, our calcula-
tions would only capture about 80% to 85% of the ex-
pected radiative flux (given by σT 4eff) because the com-
putational domain is limited by convergence issues to
a minimum surface density floor of 10−3g/cm2. How-
ever, the atmosphere becomes so tenuous at such low
surface densities that the material there perhaps should
no longer be considered part of the accretion disk. The
gas temperature at the surface density minimum (which
is also the maximum Tg reached by the calculation) is
so high that the particles beyond that height likely have
enough thermal energy to escape the black hole, espe-
cially in high Eddington ratio systems. This indicates
that the missing 15% to 20% of the expected radiative
flux, which corresponds to power dissipated at heights
with surface density lower than 10−3 g/cm2, may actu-
ally go into something other than photons, mostly likely a
thermally driven wind. A calculation with an even lower
dissipation power law index ζ would capture even less of
the expected flux within the computational domain. It is
therefore possible that further increasing the dissipation
per unit mass in the disk upper layers will simply result
in dissipating a larger fraction of the accretion power into
a wind instead of a more prominent high energy spectral
component. This scenario may physically limit the abil-
ity of models like ours, where the dissipation of turbu-
lent energy simply heats a thermal electron population,
to self-consistently produce a spectrum with an X-ray
tail that is significantly harder (lower Γ) than what we
have so far. This means that alternative physics input
such as a non-thermal electron energy distribution may
be necessary to reproduce some SPL observations where
Γ − 2 closer to 0.5. This case is particularly plausible
given that the spectral tails can extend out to several
hundred keV or more in the soft, hard (Ling & Wheaton
2005) and very high states.
7. CONCLUSIONS
We have self-consistently computed the vertical struc-
ture and emergent spectra of accretion disk annuli mod-
els spanning a range of surface densities, effective tem-
peratures and orbital frequencies. We focused on the
effects of three different local dissipation prescriptions.
We also incorporated simulation-based magnetic acceler-
ation support against gravity.
The first dissipation profile is a power law as a func-
tion of fractional surface density, with a break at Σ/Σ0 =
0.11. This form fits the horizontal and time averaged dis-
sipation profile from the local shearing box simulations
of Hirose, Krolik & Blaes (2009). The resulting annuli
spectrum transitions directly from that of a modified
blackbody to one characteristic of saturated Compton
scattering as we decrease Σ0 while increasing Teff and Ø.
The full spectrum (L/LEdd = 0.8) thus constructed is
largely thermal and shows a hint of the saturated Comp-
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tonization feature. The second and third dissipation
profiles are unbroken power laws with artificially chosen
power law indexes but are still in qualitative agreement
with the simulation results when viewed as a function
of height. These prescriptions put more power per unit
mass into the disk upper layers compared to the broken
power law case and resulted in annuli spectra with sig-
nificant high energy tails, which are prominent even in
the full disk spectra. In particular, the more aggressive
ζ = 0.03 models gave rise to a disk spectrum that is
in approximate quantitative agreement with some SPL
observations.
Our annuli vertical structure results are consistent with
theoretical expectations. As a function of height, the po-
sitions of the dissipation profile peaks were indeed tied
to the disk scale height, remaining at roughly constant
z/H as we varied annuli parameters. Moreover, the pho-
tospheres moved inward as a function of z/H as we in-
creased Teff and Ø while decreasing Σ0, bringing more
dissipation to the spectral forming region. With both
dissipation profiles, we found that the disk thickness de-
creased as we approached the black hole, raising the pos-
sibly of a truncated inner accretion flow.
While our results are promising, we also saw evidence
that increasing dissipation in the disk upper layers may
not necessarily lead to a more powerful high energy spec-
tral component. Instead, a larger fraction of the accre-
tion power would go into driving a thermal wind. In ad-
dition, non-thermal electron distributions, which we did
not consider, are probably necessary to truly understand
the full range of high energy spectral shapes observed in
black hole X-ray binary systems.
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